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ABSTRACT
A numerical investigation on the impacts of heater length increased from
left corner along with the bottom wall in a Cu-water nanofluid-filled por-
ous cavity in the existence of MHD and thermal radiation is performed out.
The bottom wall is heated with two different types of heater (both uniform
and nonuniform) separately. Three various lengths of heater are consid-
ered. Constant cold upper horizontal wall moves in the positive direction.
The other sidewalls and excluding the heating portion of the bottom wall
are considered to be adiabatic. The system of dimensionless form of gov-
erning equations is solved by finite volume method (FVM) with appropriate
boundary and initial conditions and SIMPLE algorithm has been employed
for the pressure term. For both types of heating, the highest heat transfer
is attained with the length of heater LH ¼ 1=4 for all taken Richardson
number. The effect of magnetic field is very low on heat transfer with the
thermal source length LH ¼ 1=2 and nonuniform heating in free convection
regime. On increasing the heater length in nonuniform heating, overall heat
transfer rate is decreased first and then raised. The percentage of increasing
of average Nusselt number with an increase of thermal radiation parameter
in nonuniform heating is higher than uniform heating. The effect of magnetic
field is significant for all taken solid volume fraction in uniform heating than
the nonuniform heating with heater length LH ¼ 1=2:
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1. Introduction

The activities of fluid particles of electrically conducting fluid with the power of electromagnetic
field, Magneto-Hydrodynamics (MHD), are one of the most important problems in several engin-
eering applications such as crystal growth, cooling of nuclear reactors, and plasma confinement.
Many researchers have made a discussion on MHD convection in an enclosure. Also, the position
of heat source plays a vital role in convective heat transfer problems. Particularly, the location of
heater at the bottom corner of the cavity is focused mainly by several researchers due to its
occurrences in many engineering applications. Oztop et al. [1] reported on combined convection
in an enclosure with partial heating in the presence of magnetic field. Dawood and Teamah [2]
investigated the effects of double diffusive in a cavity in the existence of magnetic field. Also, Ray
and Chatterjee [3], Malleswaran and Sivasankaran [4], and Selimefendigil and Chamkha [5]
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studied the problem of MHD convection in a lid-moving chamber in different aspects. The com-
mon findings of their study are an increase of Hartmann number decreases the average Nusselt
number and the magnetic field strongly affects the flow characteristics and heat transfer mechan-
ism. Some other studies related to mixed convection in a lid-driven cavity with different geome-
tries were performed [6,7]. Nanofluids, suspension of nanometer-sized solid particles into the
base fluid, introduced by Choi and Eastman [8], are used instead of conventional fluids in heat
transfer analysis for the past two decades due to its enhanced thermal conductivity. It is used in
the fields of advanced nuclear systems, biomedicine, and food storage processing, etc., and many
research works on nanofluids have been reported in the literature. The properties of nanofluid,
thermal conductivity and viscosity, are experimentally verified [9,10]. Esfe et al. [11] studied con-
vection in a nanofluid-filled cavity with moving lids. Their results suggested that an increase of
the concentration of nanoparticles increases the heat transfer rate. The problem of convection in
a rectangular cavity filled with nanofluid was discussed by Salahi et al. [12]. Some other works
related to heat transfer of nanofluid in different cavities were performed [13–16]. It was con-
firmed that an increase in solid volume fraction of the nanoparticles increases the average
Nusselt number.

Convection in porous media is one of the important problems in the fields of oil extraction,
float glass production, and metal coating, etc. Irwan et al. [17] proposed a numerical study on
fluid flow in a lid-driven chamber filled with fluid-saturated porous medium. It was found that

Nomenclature

B0 magnetic field
Cp specific heat
Da darcy number
dp average particle size
F Forchheimer coefficient
g gravitational acceleration
Gr Grashof number
H enclosure length
Ha Hartmann number
hnl thickness of nano-layer
K permeability
k thermal conductivity
LH length of heater
Nuavg average Nusselt number
Nu local Nusselt number
p fluid pressure
P dimensionless pressure
Pr Prandtl number
r s radius of nanoparticles
R thermal radiation parameter
Re Reynolds number
Ri Richardson number
T dimensionless temperature
u velocity vector
U, V dimensionless velocities in X- and

Y-direction respectively
u, v velocities in x- and y-direction

respectively
U0 lid velocity
X, Y dimensionless Cartesian

coordinates
x, y Cartesian coordinates

Greek
a thermal diffusivity
b thermal expansion coefficient
Dh temperature difference
� porosity
g ratio of thermal conductivity of nano-layers
l dynamic viscosity
� kinematic viscosity
q density
r electrical conductivity
h temperature
/ phase deviation
v solid volume fraction
x ratio of the thickness of nano-layer

Subscripts
avg average
c cold wall
eff effective
eq equivalent
f fluid
h hot wall
l left wall
nf nanofluid
nl nano-layer
o reference state
s solid
r right wall

Abbreviations

CW clockwise
CCW counterclockwise
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the porosity of the media affects the velocity and behavior of the fluid in the enclosure signifi-
cantly. Ramakrishna et al. [18] reported the effects of thermal aspect ratio and thermal boundary
conditions in a porous square cavity. Their results revealed that forced convection dominates at
low Darcy number whereas free convection dominates at high Darcy number. Also, Wang and
Qin [19] discussed a problem on convective heat transfer of porous media with the effect of dou-
ble-diffusive. Mansour et al. [20] studied the impacts of the magnetic field in a porous chamber
saturated with gyrotactic microorganisms. Thermal radiation plays a vital role in designing the
systems in engineering applications. Many researchers have included the effect of thermal radi-
ation in their investigations. For example, the problems of impacts of radiation effect in a porous
chamber filled with different fluids and thermal sources are discussed in [21–23]. Bibi et al. [24]
performed a numerical modeling on heat transfer of Williamson fluid in the presence of thermal
radiation and MHD. Recently, Ray et al. [25] studied the problem of convective flow of non-
homogeneous fluid in a vertical plate with the effect of non-Fourier thermal relaxation.

Recently, researchers have focused on the problem of combined effect of nanofluid and porous
medium in heat transfer analysis. Javed et al. [26] discussed the Lorentz force effect in a triangu-
lar porous cavity filled with micropolar fluid. Babazadeh et al. [27] studied the effects of nanopar-
ticles shape in a porous medium in the presence of the magnetic field. Riaz et al. [28] analyzed
the problem on the peristaltic propulsion of fluid flow through a porous symmetrical duct. Aly
et al. [29] applied the ISPH method to analyze the heat transfer characteristics of nanofluid in a
porous cavity. They observed that, in a porous cavity, an increase of solid volume fraction of
nanofluid increases the average Nusselt number.

Based on the above survey of the literature, combining all the problems, such as convective
heat transfer of MHD, nanofluid, porous medium and the effect of thermal radiation with sinus-
oidal partial heating is not carried out yet. This present investigation focuses on the impact of
thermal radiation and MHD in a 2-D porous square cavity filled with nanofluid. Further, it
includes the effect of partial or full heating of bottom wall with uniform or sinusoidal heating.
When dispersing the nanoparticles into a base fluid, a layer around the nanoparticles is formed
by the liquid molecules. This layer plays a major role in convective heat transfer of nanofluid.
Many researchers have not considered this effect in their research. By applying the modified
Maxwell model [30] for the effective thermal conductivity, we included it in this research.
Additionally in this research, convection terms are expressed by employing the third-order accur-
ate deferred QUICK scheme of Hayase et al. [31] which is more stable than the other schemes
for solving conservation equations by finite volume method (FVM).

Figure 1. A schematic view of the physical model of the considered cavity.
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2. Mathematical formulation

A 2-D, steady, and laminar flow is considered inside a porous cavity, which is depicted in Figure
1. The side lengths of the cavity are equal to H. The velocity components (u, v) with directions
along the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) are shown in Figure 1. Water-copper (Cu) spherical nano-
particles fill the cavity. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and non-Newtonian. It is
assumed that the effect of Joule heating and viscous dissipation is negligible in the entire system.
Two different types of thermal source, uniform and nonuniform with various lengths and con-
stant temperature hh, are considered along the bottom wall. The lengths of heaters are LH ¼
H=4, H=2, H and it is extended from left to right. Constant cold upper horizontal wall with tem-
perature hc moves in the positive direction with the speed of U0. The remaining sidewalls and
excluding the heating portion of the bottom wall is taken as thermally insulated. A uniform mag-
netic field is applied in the horizontal direction with magnitude B0: Due to the Boussinesq
approximation, the properties of the nanofluid (see Table 1) are not varied excluding the density.
The impact of induced magnetic field and internal heat generation is not considered. The fluid
particles are in thermally equilibrium with Cu particles and the slip velocity does not exist
between fluid and nanoparticles. Characteristics of the porous medium are thermally isotropic,
hydrodynamic, and locally thermally equilibrium with solid matrix. Radiation heat flux inside the
cavity is described by Rosseland approximation [23]. The dimensional form of governing equa-
tions for the above assumptions are as follows [22,29]

@u
@x

þ @v
@y

¼ 0 (1)

u
�

@u
@x

þ v
�

@u
@y

¼ � �

qnf

@p
@x

þ lnf
qnf

ðr2uÞ � lnf
qnf

�

K
u� F

K
1
2

�u
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2

p
(2)

u
�

@v
@x

þ v
�

@v
@y

¼ � �

qnf

@p
@y

þ lnf
qnf

ðr2vÞ � lnf
qnf

�

K
v� F

K
1
2

�v
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2

p

þ ðqbÞnf
qnf

�gðh� hcÞ �
rnf
qnf

�B2
0v

(3)

u
@h
@x

þ v
@h
@y

¼ k
ðqCpÞnf

@2h
@x2

þ @2h
@y2

 !
� 1
ðqCpÞnf

@qrx
@x

þ @qry
@y

� �
(4)

along with the boundary conditions:

u ¼ U0, v ¼ 0, h ¼ hc, y ¼ H

u ¼ v ¼ 0,
@h
@x

¼ 0, x ¼ 0

u ¼ v ¼ 0,
@h
@x

¼ 0, x ¼ H

u ¼ v ¼ 0, y ¼ 0

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of water and nanoparticles [12,29].

qðkgm�3Þ CpðJkg�1K�1Þ kðWm�1K�1Þ b� 10�5ðK�1Þ
Water 997.1 4,179 0.613 21
Copper Cu 8,933 385 401 1.67
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Case (i): h ¼ hhðorÞh ¼ sin 2px
H

� �
, 0 � x � H=4, y¼ 0

@h
@y

¼ 0, H=4 � x � H, y ¼ 0

Case (ii): h ¼ hhðorÞh ¼ sin 2px
H

� �
, 0 � x � H=2, y¼ 0

@h
@y

¼ 0, H=2 � x � H, y ¼ 0

Case (iii): h ¼ hhðorÞh ¼ sin 2px
H

� �
, 0 � x � H, y¼ o

where K the permeability and F Forchheimer’s coefficient can be written as follows

K ¼ �2d2p
að1� �Þ2 ; F ¼ bffiffiffi

a
p

�3=2

where a¼ 150 and b¼ 1.75 are Ergun’s [32] constants and dp stands for the average particle size
of the bed.

The radiant flux is estimated by Rosseland diffusion approximation

qrx ¼ � 4r�

3k�
@T4

@x
, qry ¼ � 4r�

3k�
@T4

@y

Eqs. (1)–(4) are converted into non-dimensional form by using the following dimensionless
parameters:

X ¼ x
H , Y ¼ y

H , U ¼ u
U0
, V ¼ v

U0
, T ¼ h�hc

hh�hc
, Gr ¼ gbDhH3

�2f
, Da ¼ K

H2 , Ha ¼ B0H
ffiffiffiffi
rf
lf

q
, R ¼ 4r�T3

C
kk� ,

P ¼ p
qU2

0
, Re ¼ U0H

�f
, Pr ¼ �f

af
and Ri ¼ Gr

Re2 :

Thus, the dimensionless form of the governing equations can be written as follows:

@U
@X

þ @V
@Y

¼ 0, (5)

1
�2

U
@U
@X

þ V
@U
@Y

� �
¼ � qf

qnf

@P
@X

þ lnf
�Reqnf �f

ðr2UÞ

� lnf
qnf �f

U
ReDa

� 1:75ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
150

p ðU2 þ V2Þ1=2ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Da

p U
�3=2

(6)

1
�2

U
@V
@X

þ V
@V
@Y

� �
¼ � qf

qnf

@P
@Y

þ lnf
�Reqnf �f

ðr2VÞ � lnf
qnf �f

V
ReDa

� 1:75ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
150

p ðU2 þ V2Þ1=2ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Da

p V
�3=2

þ ðqbÞnf
qnfbf

ðRiTÞ � qf
qnf

rnf
rf

ðHaÞ2V
Re

(7)

U
@T
@X

þ V
@T
@Y

¼ anf
af

1
Pr:Re

1þ 4
3
R

� �
@2T
@X2

þ @2T
@Y2

� �
(8)

The appropriate boundary conditions are as follows:

U ¼ 1,V ¼ 0 T ¼ 0, Y ¼ 1

U ¼ V ¼ 0
@T
@X

¼ 0, X ¼ 0
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U ¼ V ¼ 0,
@T
@X

¼ 0, X ¼ 1

U ¼ V ¼ 0, Y ¼ 0

Case (i): T ¼ 1ðorÞT ¼ sinð2pXÞ, 0 � X � 1=4, Y¼ 0

@T
@Y

¼ 0, 1=4 � X � 1, Y ¼ 0

Case (ii): T ¼ 1ðorÞT ¼ sinð2pXÞ, 0 � X � 1=2, Y¼ 0

@T
@Y

¼ 0, 1=2 � X � 1, Y � 0

Case (iii): T ¼ 1ðorÞT ¼ sinð2pXÞ, 0 � X � 1, Y� 0
The properties of the nanofluid are [11,12,14];

qnf ¼ ð1� vÞqf þ vqs (9)

lnf ¼
lf

ð1� vÞ2:5 (10)

anf ¼
keff

ðqCpÞnf
(11)

ðqCpÞnf ¼ ð1� vÞðqCpÞf þ vðqCpÞs (12)

ðqbÞnf ¼ ð1� vÞqfbf þ vqsbs (13)

Modified Maxwell [30] model is considered for the effective thermal conductivity, which includes
the Brownian motion and it is expressed as:

keff
kf

¼ ðkeq þ 2kf Þ þ 2ðkeq � kf Þð1þ xÞ3v
ðkeq þ 2kf Þ � ðkeq � kf Þð1þ xÞ3v (14)

where x ¼ ðhnl=rsÞ and keq is the of nanoparticles and their layers:

Figure 2. Average Nusselt numbers for different mesh sizes at Ha¼ 50, Da¼ 10�2, and v ¼ 0.06.
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keq
ks

¼ g
ð1þ xÞ3ð1þ 2gÞ þ 2ð1� gÞ
ð1þ xÞ3ð1þ 2gÞ � ð1� gÞ (15)

In this equation, ðg ¼ knl=ksÞ: In the present investigation, thickness of nano-layer, radius of nanopar-
ticles, and thermal conductivity of nano-layer are assumed to be knl ¼ 100kf , radius rs ¼ 3nm, and
hnl ¼ 2nm: Experimentally validated the above model for the same conditoins by Yu and Choi [33].

The local Nusselt number (Nu) and the average Nusselt number (Nuavg) are defined by

Nu ¼ � keff
kf

ð1þ 4R=3Þ @T
@Y

� �
ðY¼0Þ

(16)

and

Nuavg ¼
ð1
0
NudX: (17)

3. Numerical solution and code verification

The nonlinear convective terms are appeared in the conservative form of governing Eqs. (5)–(8)
of fluid flow. Due to the presence of these terms, it is complicated one for finding the solution of
Eqs. (5)–(8) analytically. Hence, the numerical method is followed to find the solutions.
Especially, FVM is adopted in this study. It can be applied to any physical (computational)

Figure 3. Comparison of isotherms and streamlines with the results of Arefmanesh and Mahmoodi [35] at Ri ¼ 100, v ¼ 0:03,

and Gr ¼ 104:

Figure 4. Comparison of the local Nusselt number with the results of Roy and Basak [36].
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domain, which is sorely asymmetrical and complex, by assuming arbitrary volumes for dividing
the physical domain. It is mandatory to divide the computational domain into a finite number of
control volumes for applying FVM. Commonly, the accuracy of the solution and the computa-
tional time depends on the number of control volumes. Keep it in mind, the domain is divided.
In an incompressible flow, there is no apparent equation for pressure term. Therefore, finding the
solution of a system of equations is complex one. To overcome this issue, a uniform staggered
grid is followed with pressure correction schemes. The idea of a staggered grid is to define the
scalar quantities (P, T) at nodal points and vector quantities (U, V) at the cell faces of the control
volume. In this method, the pressure and velocity corrections can be made simultaneously.
Patankar’s [34] SIMPLE algorithm is followed to combine the terms velocity and pressure. The
schemes used to discretize the convection and diffusion terms are the third-order accurate
deferred QUICK scheme of Hayase et al. [31] and central difference scheme, respectively. Finally,
TDMA line-by-line algorithm is applied to solve the system of discretized equations. The iteration

continues until the following convergence condition is fulfilled
Pimax , jmax

i, j¼1 ðCnþ1
i, j � Cn

i, jÞ < 10�6,

Figure 5. Isotherms and streamlines for different lengths of the heater with uniform heating at Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, Ha ¼ 50, Da ¼
10�2, and v ¼ 0:06: (a) LH ¼ 1=4; (b) LH ¼ 1=2; (c) LH ¼ 1.
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where C represents U, V, P, or T. Figure 2 depicts the average Nusselt number for various grid
sizes varies from 21� 21 to 121� 121 at Ha ¼ 50, Da ¼ 0:01, and v ¼ 0:06 for both type of
heaters with different lengths. In this grid sensitivity analysis, the bottom wall is considered to
have a sinusoidal temperature with heater length LH ¼ 1=2: It is found that the grid size 81� 81
is enough for getting the numerical results with excellent accurateness. Figures 3 and 4 compare
the present numerical results with the results of Arefmanesh and Mahmoodi [35] and with the
results Roy and Basak [36] for validating the developed programming code. It can be seen from
Figures 3 and 4 that a great agreement between the current and the previous results exists.

4. Results and discussion

The behavior of thermal radiation and thermal source length extended along with the bottom
wall from left to right in a nanofluid-filled porous cavity in the appearance of magnetic field is

Figure 6. Isotherms and streamlines for different lengths of the heater with nonuniform heating at Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, Ha ¼ 50,
Da ¼ 10�2, and v ¼ 0:06:
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studied numerically. The bottom wall is heated with two different types of heater (both uniform
and nonuniform) separately. Whereas, the driving top wall is kept at constant cold temperature.
The rest of the bottom wall and the other walls are adiabatic. In this entire investigation, the
Prandtl number of the working nanofluid is 6.2 and the porosity of the porous medium is 0.4.
The different parameters related to this study are Richardson number ð0:01 � Ri � 100Þ, Darcy
number ð0:0001 � Da � 0:1Þ, Radiation parameter ð0 � R � 2Þ, Hartmann number ð0 � Ha � 70Þ,
and the solid volume fraction ð0:00 � v � 0:06Þ: The influences of the above parameters on fluid flow
and heat transfer behavior are explained with the help of isotherms, streamlines, and local and average
Nusselt numbers.

In order to discuss the impact of heater length, the other parameters are fixed as Ri ¼ 1,
Da ¼ 0:01, R ¼ 2, Ha¼ 50, and v ¼ 0:06: Figure 5 depicts the isotherms and flow pattern with
uniform heating for different LH. When LH ¼ 1=4, the temperature contours are distributed
closely near the heater and tilted kind of isotherms are distributed almost in the whole chamber.
A binary eye pattern clockwise rotating (CW) vortex exists inside the cavity. When increasing the
heater length to 1/2 and to 1, the slanted isotherms are nearly changed into straight line form. It

Figure 7. Local and average Nusselt numbers for different Richardson numbers and lengths of the heater at Ha ¼ 50, R ¼ 2,
Da ¼ 10�2, and v ¼ 0:06:
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is noticed that there is no change in the flow type when expanding the heater length to LH ¼
1=2: Further, when LH ¼ 1, the existing flow behavior is entirely affected and three cell flow

Figure 8. Isotherms and streamlines for different Hartmann numbers with uniform heating at Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, LH ¼ 1=2, Da ¼
10�2, and v ¼ 0:06: (a) Ha¼ 0; (b) Ha¼ 20; (c) Ha¼ 50; (d) Ha¼ 70.
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pattern is appeared. Figure 6 reports the changes in streamlines and isotherms with respect to
thermal source length with nonuniform heating. For LH ¼ 1=4, a thin thermal boundary layer is

Figure 9. Isotherms and streamlines for different Hartmann numbers with nonuniform heating at Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, LH ¼ 1=2,
Da ¼ 10�2, and v ¼ 0:06:
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formed at lower left corner of the cell. A primary vortex with two core points, a secondary vortex at
mid-section of the right part of the enclosure and a little eddy exists at the bottom left corner of the
chamber. When LH ¼ 1=2, the isotherms are distributed at the left side of the enclosure. That is, the
fluid temperature changes significantly at the left half of the enclosure. The secondary cell size
reduces. For LH ¼ 1, thermal boundary layer is formed along the entire heater. Since the right part of
the bottom wall is cooled the secondary cell disappears and a new cell appears at right bottom corner.
Figure 7 demonstrates the local and average Nusselt numbers with various heater lengths and
Richardson number. In the case of uniform heating, the local Nusselt number curve starts with lowest
value at left side wall and attains its highest value at the end of thermal source for LH ¼ 1=4 and
LH ¼ 1=2: Whereas it has almost equal value throughout the entire bottom wall with LH ¼ 1 due to
the straightned behavior happened in isotherms. For nonuniform heating, the local Nusselt number
curve reflects the heating behavior of the thermal source for all the considered lengths. A linear decre-
ment can be observed in Nuavg with an augmentation in either LH or Ri with uniform temperature.
In the case of sinusoidal heating, mean Nusselt number is reduced with a rise in LH at Ri ¼ 0:01 for
the same incident it is reduced first and then increased slightly at Ri¼ 1.

Figure 10. Average Nusselt numbers for different Hartmann numbers, length of heater, and Richardson numbers at R ¼ 2,
Da ¼ 10�2, and v ¼ 0:06:
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Figure 11. Isotherms and streamlines for different Darcy numbers with (a,b) uniform heating and (c,d) nonuniform heating at
Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, LH ¼ 1=2, Ha ¼ 50, and v ¼ 0:06:
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The effect of Ha is analyzed with the fixed value of Ri ¼ 1, LH ¼ 1=2, R ¼ 2, Da¼ 0.01, and
v ¼ 0:06: Streamlines and isotherms for various Ha with uniform heating are presented in Figure
8. For Ha¼ 0, the isotherms resemble convection is the code of heat transfer within the chamber
and the cavity is filled with CW circulating vortex. While increasing Ha, convection gets change
into conduction and tricellular flow structure replaces the single vortex. The reason for this
behavior is Laurentz force caused by the magnetic field. This is a resistive force and drage the
fluid particles from its movement. In Figure 9, the temperature distributions and fluid flow pat-
terns with increase of Ha is depicted. Sinusoidal thermal source with heating part is alone consid-
ered at left half of the bottom wall. For Ha¼ 0, the isotherm contours are packed closely near the
heating portion and also distributed at the left half of the enclosure. The heat is transferred more
dynamically in the left side than the right side. The fluid particles are moved in CW direction
and form a single vortex. Also a tiny cell near the left corner of the cavity appears. When the
Lorentz force is applied and increased significantly, the distributions of isotherms are changed.
CW direction cell is broken into three cells and rotate one on the above other in opposite direc-
tions. The mean Nusselt number for various LH, Ri versus Ha is plotted in Figure 10. For all con-
sidered heater length and nature, an enhancement in Ha leads to reduce the heat transfer. In the
case of sinusoidal thermal heating, Nuavg is decreased initially and then raised on lengthening the
heater size whereas; it is diminished linearly in uniform heating. When Ha¼ 0 and 20, the Nuavg
is maximum in uniform heating than sinusoidal heating. Otherwise, nonuniform heating enhan-
ces the heat transfer. Regardless of the nature of thermal source, Nuavg is reduced with respect to
augment in either magnetic field parameter or Ri.

The effect of the Darcy number on the flow pattern and isotherms are shown in Figure 11 for
the fixed value of Ha ¼ 50, Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, LH ¼ 1=2, and v ¼ 0:06: Increasing the Da in the
presence of magnetic field and thermal radiation does not affect the distribution of isotherms for
both type of heating. At low Da, a CW vortex exists inside the chamber. Whereas it is broken
into three vortices when increasing Da. This behavior is happened due to the increase of perme-
ability of porous medium. In other words, at high permeability of porous medium, the fluid par-
ticles can move freely inside the cavity whereas it is restricted to move at low permeability of
porous medium. It is observed from Figure 12, which displays the thermal radiation effect versus
the Da on average Nusselt number, a rise in the thermal radiation enhances the heat transfer rate
significantly for all the taken Da and the heating source. The impact of thermal radiation is sig-
nificant on increasing Darcy number in uniform heating than sinusoidal heating. Figure 13 shows

Figure 12. Average Nusselt numbers for different Darcy numbers and radiation parameters at Ri ¼ 1, LH ¼ 1=2, Ha ¼ 50,
and v ¼ 0:06:
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the isotherms and streamlines at Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, Ha ¼ 50, Da¼ 0.01, and LH ¼ 1=2 for pure
fluid and nanofluid with uniform and nonuniform heating. When v ¼ 0:00, the temperature

Figure 13. Isotherms and streamlines for different solid volume fractions with (a,b) uniform heating and (c,d) nonuniform heat-
ing at Ri ¼ 1, R ¼ 2, LH ¼ 1=2, Ha ¼ 50, and Da ¼ 0:01:
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contours are distributed throughout the cavity and streamlines show that the fluid flow happens
in a CW rotating vortex with two kernels in uniform heating. On increasing the v value the flow
pattern and temperature distribution are almost same. This behavior can be noticed from Figure
13a, b. In the case of pure fluid or nanofluid, isotherms are more active on the left part of the
cavity with sinusoidal heating. A secondary cell is formed near the middle of right wall when
increasing the percentage of solid and volume. The changes in Nuavg with respect to Ha and v
are displayed in Figure 14. For both type of heating and all considered Ha, a linear increment
can be noticed in Nuavg with an increase of percentage of solid volume. Further sinusoidal heat-
ing enhance the heat transfer rate than uniform heating. Significant effect on heat transfer rate is
noticed with an increase of Ha for all considered solid volume fraction in uniform heating.

5. Conclusions

The behavior of thermal radiation and thermal source length extended along the bottom wall
from left to right in a nanofluid-filled porous cavity in the appearance of magnetic field is studied
numerically. The following conclusions have been drawn from the simulation results;

� Regardless of the heating nature, the heat transfer is maximum with the length of heater LH ¼
1=4 for all taken Richardson number. In the case of Sinusoidal heating, the average Nusselt
number gets its low value at Ri¼ 0.01 with LH ¼ 1. Whereas, it is minimum at Ri¼ 1 and
100 with LH ¼ 1=2:

� In any case of length of the heater, nonuniform heating produces improved heat transfer rate
than uniform heating.

� In natural convection regime, magnetic field effect is observed at low level with the thermal
source length LH ¼ 1=2 and nonuniform heating.

� In the case of sinusoidal heating, mean Nusselt number is decreased initially and then raised
on lengthening the heater size whereas it is diminished linearly in uniform heating.

� The impact of thermal radiation is significant on increasing Darcy number in uniform heating
than sinusoidal heating. A rise in the thermal radiation increases the average Nusselt number
significantly for all the taken Da and the heating source.

Figure 14. Average Nusselt numbers for different solid volume fractions and Hartmann numbers at Ri ¼ 1, LH ¼ 1=2, R ¼ 2,
and Da ¼ 0:02:
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� For all considered solid volume fraction, the magnetic field changes the heat transfer rate sig-
nificantly in uniform heating than nonuniform heating.
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